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ABSTRACT
Coalescence of binary neutron star give rise to electromagnetic emission, kilonova, powered by radioactive decays
of r-process nuclei. Observations of kilonova associated with GW170817 provided unique opportunity to study the
heavy element synthesis in the Universe. However, atomic data of r-process elements to decipher the light curves and
spectral features of kilonova are not fully constructed yet. In this paper, we perform extended atomic calculations
of neodymium (Nd, Z = 60) to study the impact of accuracies in atomic calculations to the astrophysical opacities.
By employing multiconfiguration Dirac-Hartree-Fock and relativistic configuration interaction methods, we calculate
energy levels and transition data of electric dipole transitions for Nd II, Nd III, and Nd IV ions. Compared with
previous calculations, our new results provide better agreement with the experimental data. The accuracy of energy
levels was achieved in the present work 10 %, 3 % and 11 % for Nd II, Nd III and Nd IV, respectively, comparing with
the NIST database. We confirm that the overall properties of the opacity are not significantly affected by the accuracies
of the atomic calculations. The impact to the Planck mean opacity is up to a factor of 1.5, which affects the timescale
of kilonova at most 20%. However, we find that the wavelength dependent features in the opacity are affected by
the accuracies of the calculations. We emphasize that accurate atomic calculations, in particular for low-lying energy
levels, are important to provide predictions of kilonova light curves and spectra.
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1. INTRODUCTION
On 2017 August 18, the first observation of gravi-
tational waves (GWs) from neutron star (NS) merger
was achieved (GW170817, Abbott et al. (2017a)). In
addition to GWs, electromagnetic (EM) counterparts
across the wide wavelength range were also observed
(Abbott et al. 2017b). In particular, intensive observa-
tions of the optical and near-infrared (NIR) counter-
part (SSS17a, also known as DLT17ck or AT2017gfo)
have been performed and dense photometric and spec-
troscopic data were obtained (Andreoni et al. 2017;
Arcavi et al. 2017; Chornock et al. 2017; Coulter et al.
2017; Cowperthwaite et al. 2017; Dı´az et al. 2017;
Drout et al. 2017; Evans et al. 2017; Kasliwal et al.
2017; Kilpatrick et al. 2017; Lipunov et al. 2017; McCully et al.
2017; Nicholl et al. 2017; Pian et al. 2017; Shappee et al.
2017; Siebert et al. 2017; Smartt et al. 2017; Soares-Santos et al.
2017; Tanvir et al. 2017; Tominaga et al. 2018; Troja et al.
2017; Utsumi et al. 2017; Valenti et al. 2017). SSS17a
shows characteristic properties that are quite different
from those of supernovae. The optical light curves
decline rapidly while NIR light curves evolve more
slowly. The spectra show feature-less, broad-line fea-
tures implying a high expansion velocity. These prop-
erties are broadly consistent with theoretically sug-
gested kilonova or macronova emission from NS merg-
ers (Li & Paczyn´ski 1998; Kulkarni 2005; Metzger et al.
2010).
Kilonova is EM emission powered by radioactive de-
cay energy of r-process nuclei that are newly synthe-
sized in the NS mergers (see Rosswog 2015; Tanaka
2016; Ferna´ndez & Metzger 2016; Metzger 2017, for re-
views). The timescale, luminosity, and color of the emis-
sion are mainly determined by the mass and velocity of
the ejecta and opacities in the ejecta. Among r-process
elements, lanthanide elements have high optical and
NIR opacities (Kasen et al. 2013; Tanaka & Hotokezaka
2013). Therefore, if the ejecta include lanthanide ele-
ments, the emission becomes red and faint. On the other
hand, if the ejecta is free from lanthanide elements, the
emission is blue and bright (Metzger & Ferna´ndez 2014;
Kasen et al. 2015; Tanaka et al. 2018).
In fact, SSS17a shows both blue and red components,
which implies the presence of multiple components
with different lanthanide contents. This fact suggests
the production of a wide range of r-process elements
(Kasen et al. 2017; Tanaka et al. 2017; Rosswog et al.
2017). This is also consistent with the expectation from
numerical relativity simulations (see e.g., Shibata et al.
2017; Perego et al. 2017). The ejecta mass to explain
the luminosity of SSS17a is about 0.03 − 0.06M⊙. Al-
though it is still unclear if the r-process yields from NS
mergers are consistent with the solar ratios, NS mergers
may be the dominant site for the r-process elements
in the Universe (Rosswog et al. 2017; Hotokezaka et al.
2018).
Although the observed properties can be explained by
kilonova scenario, physics included in current kilonova
simulations is not yet perfect. In particular, atomic data
of r-process elements are not complete: so far calcu-
lated data are available only for limited number of r-
process elements (Kasen et al. 2013; Fontes et al. 2017;
Wollaeger et al. 2017; Kasen et al. 2017; Tanaka et al.
2018). Even when the data are available, they are almost
entirely based on theoretical calculations, and derived
energy levels often deviates from experimental data by
up to ∼ 30 % (note that experimental data are also
insufficient). It is not yet clear if these issues bring sys-
tematic impacts to the opacities as well as properties of
kilonova.
In this paper, we study impacts of the accuracies in
atomic calculations to the opacities by performing ex-
tensive, accurate calculations. For this purpose, we
choose a lanthanide element, neodymium (Nd, Z = 60),
which has also been studied by Kasen et al. (2013);
Fontes et al. (2017); Tanaka et al. (2018). We focus on
singly to triply ionized Nd, for which accurate calcu-
lations are possible with the multiconfiguration Dirac-
Hartree-Fock method. In Sections 2 and 3, we describe
methods and strategies of our atomic calculations. In
Section 4, we show and evaluate results of atomic calcu-
lations. In Section 5, we show the impact of the accuracy
of atomic calculations to the astrophysical opacities. Fi-
nally we give summary in Section 6.
2. METHODS
2.1. Computational procedure
The GRASP2K package (Jo¨nsson et al. 2013) is
based on the multiconfiguration Dirac-Hartree-Fock
(MCDHF) and relativistic configuration interaction
(RCI) methods taking into account the transverse pho-
ton interaction (Breit interaction) and quantum electro-
dynamic (QED) corrections (Grant 2007; Fischer et al.
2016).
The MCDHF method used in the present work is
based on the Dirac-Coulomb Hamiltonian
HDC =
N∑
i=1
(
c αi · pi + (βi − 1)c
2 + V Ni
)
+
N∑
i>j
1
rij
,(1)
where V N is the monopole part of the electron-nucleus
Coulomb interaction, α and β are the 4 × 4 Dirac ma-
trices, and c is the speed of light in atomic units. The
atomic state functions (ASF) were obtained as linear
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combinations of symmetry adapted configuration state
functions (CSFs)
Ψ(γPJM) =
NCSFs∑
j=1
cjΦ(γjPJM). (2)
Here J and M are the angular quantum numbers and
P is parity. γj denotes other appropriate labeling of
the configuration state function j, for example orbital
occupancy and coupling scheme. Normally the label γ
of the atomic state function is the same as the label of
the dominant CSF. The CSFs are built from products of
one-electron Dirac orbitals. Based on a weighted energy
average of several states, the so called extended optimal
level (EOL) scheme (Dyall et al. 1989), both the radial
parts of the Dirac orbitals and the expansion coefficients
were optimized to self-consistency in the relativistic self-
consistent field procedure. Note that accurate calcula-
tions with the MCDHF method is much more difficult
for neutral atoms than ions (Grant 2007), we focus on
ionized Nd.
For these calculation, we used the spin-angular
approach (Gaigalas & Rudzikas 1996; Gaigalas et al.
1997) which is based on the second quantization in cou-
pled tensorial form, on the angular momentum theory
in three spaces (orbital, spin, and quasispin) and on the
reduced coefficients of fractional parentage. It allow us
to study configurations with open f -shells without any
restrictions.
In subsequent RCI calculations the Breit interaction
HBreit = −
N∑
i<j
[
αi ·αj
cos(ωijrij/c)
rij
+ (αi ·∇i)(αj ·∇j)
cos(ωijrij/c)− 1
ω2ijrij/c
2
]
(3)
was included in the Hamiltonian. The photon frequen-
cies ωij , used for calculating the matrix elements of
the transverse photon interaction, were taken as the
difference of the diagonal Lagrange multipliers associ-
ated with the Dirac orbitals (McKenzie et al. 1980). In
the RCI calculation the leading QED corrections, self-
interaction and vacuum polarization, were also included.
In the present calculations, the ASFs were obtained as
expansions over jj-coupled CSFs. To provide the LSJ
labeling system, the ASFs were transformed from a jj-
coupled CSF basis into an LSJ-coupled CSF basis using
the method provided by Gaigalas et al. (2017).
2.2. Computation of transition parameters
The evaluation of radiative transition data (transition
probabilities, oscillator strengths) between two states:
γ′P ′J ′M ′ and γPJM , built on different and indepen-
dently optimized orbital sets is non-trivial. The tran-
sition data can be expressed in terms of the transition
moment, which is defined as
〈Ψ(γPJ) ‖T‖Ψ(γ′P ′J ′) 〉=∑
j,k
cjc
′
k 〈Φ(γjPJ) ‖T‖Φ(γ
′
kP
′J ′) 〉, (4)
where T is the transition operator. For electric dipole
and quadrupole (E1 and E2) transitions there are two
forms of the transition operator: the length (Babushkin)
and velocity (Coulomb) forms, which for the exact so-
lutions of the Dirac-equation give the same value of
the transition moment (Grant 1974). The quantity dT ,
characterizing the accuracy of the computed transition
rates, is defined as
dT =
|Al −Av|
max(Al, Av)
, (5)
where Al and Av are transition rates in length and ve-
locity forms.
The calculation of the transition moment breaks down
to the task of summing up reduced matrix elements be-
tween different CSFs. The reduced matrix elements
can be evaluated using standard techniques assuming
that both left and right hand CSFs are formed from the
same orthonormal set of spin-orbitals. This constraint
is severe, since a high-quality and compact wave func-
tion requires orbitals optimized for a specific electronic
state, see for example (Fritzsche & Grant 1994). To get
around the problems of having a single orthonormal set
of spin-orbitals, the wave function representations of the
two states: γ′P ′J ′M ′ and γPJM , were transformed in
such way that the orbital sets became biorthonormal
(Olsen et al. 1995). Standard methods were then used
to evaluate the matrix elements of the transformed
CSFs.
3. SCHEMES OF THE CALCULATIONS
3.1. Active space construction
Summary of the MCDHF and RCI calculations for
each ion is given in Table 1. The description, which ex-
plains in what way these calculations were done is given
below. As a starting point DHF calculations were per-
formed in the EOL scheme for the states of the ground
configuration. The wave functions from these calcula-
tions were taken as the initial ones to calculate even and
odd states of multireference (MR) configurations. The
set of orbitals belonging to these MR configurations are
referred to as 0 layer (0L).
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Table 1. Summary of active space construction
Ion Ground MR set Active space Number of levels NCSFs
conf. Even Odd Even Odd Even Odd
Strategies A, B.1
Nd II 4f46s 4f46s, 4f45d 4f35d2, 4f46p {8s, 8p, 7d, 6f, 5g} 3 890 2 998 24 568 23 966
4f35d6p, 4f36s6p 4f35d6s
Additional configuration in Strategy B.2
4f46d, 4f35d7p 4f47p, 4f45f {10s, 10p, 9d, 8f, 7g} 1 039 1 013 468 652 468 029
4f47s
Strategy C
4f46s, 4f45d 4f35d2, 4f46p {8s, 8p, 7d, 6f, 5g} 3 270 2 813 188 357 113 900
4f35d6p, 4f36s6p 4f35d6s
Strategies A, B
Nd III 4f4 4f4, 4f36p 4f35d, 4f36s {9s, 9p, 8d, 7f, 7g, 7h} 1 020 468 400 440 259 948
4f25d2, 4f25d6s
Strategy C
4f4, 4f36p 4f35d, 4f36s {10s, 10p, 9d, 8f, 7g, 7h} 747 706 844 637 559 294
4f25d2, 4f25d6s 4f36d, 4f37s
4f35f , 4f37p
Strategy C with 5p,5s
4f4, 4f36p 4f35d, 4f36s {10s, 10p, 9d, 8f, 7g, 7h} 747 706 900 904 586 850
4f25d2, 4f25d6s 4f36d, 4f37s
4f35f , 4f37p
Strategy A
Nd IV 4f3 4f25d, 4f26s 4f3, 4f26p {9s, 9p, 8d, 7f, 7g, 7h, 7i} 131 110 33 825 26 590
Strategy B
4f25d, 4f26s 4f3, 4f26p {9s, 9p, 8d, 7f, 7g, 7h} 1 068 465 1 445 481 587 774
5p54f35d 5p54f4
Strategy B with 5s
4f25d, 4f26s 4f3, 4f26p {9s, 9p, 8d, 7f, 7g, 7h} 1 068 465 1 474 463 603 827
5p54f35d 5p54f4
Unless stated otherwise, the inactive core of each ion
used in present calculations is [Xe]. The CSF expan-
sions for states of each parity were obtained by allow-
ing single (S) and double (SD) substitutions from the
MR configurations up to active orbital sets (see Table
1). The configuration space was increased step by step
with increasing the number of layers (L). The orbitals of
previous layers were held fixed and only the orbitals of
the newest layer were allowed to vary. For example, the
scheme used to increase the active spaces of the CSFs
for Nd III ion (in Strategy A) is presented below:
AS0L = {6s, 6p, 5d},
AS1L = AS0L + {7s, 7p, 6d, 5f, 5g},
AS2L = AS1L + {8s, 8p, 7d, 6f, 6g, 6h},
AS3L = AS2L + {9s, 9p, 8d, 7f, 7g, 7h}.
The MCDHF calculations were followed by RCI calcu-
lations, including the Breit interaction and leading QED
effects. The number of CSFs in the final even and odd
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state expansions distributed over the different J sym-
metries is presented in Table 1.
3.2. Strategies for Nd II ion
Four strategies were tested for Nd II ion. All of them
were computed in the active space described in the Table
1. For the Strategy A a starting point DHF calcula-
tions were performed in the EOL scheme for the states
of the ground configuration 4f46s. The wave functions
from these calculations were taken as the initial ones to
calculate even and odd states of MR configurations. The
set of orbitals belonging to these MR configurations are
referred to as 0 layer (0L). The active space were gener-
ated as is presented in the Table 1.
For Strategy B.1 the starting point was computa-
tion of the wave functions for the core 4f46s. Wave
functions were computed in the neutral system of Nd I
- ground state 4f46s2. Then AS0L was computed: the
core shells were frozen and only 5d and 6p shells of the
configurations of MR listed in Table 1 were computed.
Even and odd states were computed together. Later,
wave functions were optimized separately for states of
different parities in the AS1L. AS1L and the next active
space were generated by SD substitutions from shells
4f, 5d, 6p, 6s.
In the Strategy B.2 the configurations of the Ryd-
berg states listed in Table 1 were added to the multiref-
erence list; therefore, the first active set included sub-
shells bigger by one principal quantum number. Then
the first active space of the Strategy B.2 was AS1L =
AS0L + {8s, 8p, 7d, 6f, 5g}.
In Strategy C computation were performed for each
configuration separately. For configurations 4f46s,
4f46p and 4f45d SD substitutions were allowed from
4f4nl (where l = s, p, d) shells in to the AS0L,1L and
S to the AS2L. For configurations 4f
35d6s, 4f35d6p,
4f36s6p, and 4f35d2 only S substitutions were allowed.
Radial wavefunctions up to 4f orbital was taken from
ground configuration for these configurations. The Breit
interaction and leading QED effects are included in RCI
computations.
3.3. Strategies for Nd III ion
After AS0L the even and odd states were calculated
separately in Strategy A. For the Nd III ion calcu-
lations the Strategy B was also applied. Strategy B
differs from Strategy A in the fact that virtual orbitals
for odd parity were taken from even parity states instead
of varying them in layer 1, and higher layers.
In Strategy C as compared to Strategy A addi-
tional configurations: 4f36d, 4f37s (odd parity) and
4f35f , 4f37p (even parity) were added to the MR set.
In Strategy C with 5p, 5s just RCI calculations were
performed. The wavefunctions were taken from Strat-
egy C and configurations with S substitutions from 5p
and 5s shells to {6s, 6p, 5d, 4f} shells were added addi-
tionally in the active space.
3.4. Strategies for Nd IV ion
In Strategy B as compared to Strategy A addi-
tional configurations: 4p54f4 (odd parity) and 4p54f35d
(even parity) were added to the MR set. The AS for
even and odd parities were constructed in such way: SD
substitutions were allowed from the 4f, 5d, 6s, 6p shells
up to active orbital sets and S substitution from 5p shell
to {6s, 6p, 5d, 4f} shells. In Strategy B with 5s just
RCI calculations were performed. The wave functions
were taken from Strategy B and configurations with
S substitutions from 5s shells to {6s, 6p, 5d, 4f} shells
were added additionally in the active space.
4. RESULTS
4.1. Nd II
A part of all computed excitation energies for Nd
II are listed in Table 2. These data were compared
with NIST database by evaluating relative difference
∆E/E = (ENIST −E)/ENIST . Energy levels computed
with Breit interaction and QED effects are presented in
columns marked by *. Levels with changed notations
are given in Table 3.
Note that the energy levels of Nd II are also pro-
vided by Wyart (2010). They interpreted 596 levels
of odd configurations (4f35d6s, 4f35d2, 4f36s2, 4f46p
and 4f5) in semi-empirical way following the Racah-
Slater parametric method, by using the Cowan com-
puter codes. In their method, radial parameters ob-
tained in a least-squares fit were compared with Hartree-
Fock (HFR) ab initio integrals. In such a way, obtained
energy levels naturally have very small disagreement
with NIST values, therefore are not presented in this
paper.
Energy levels for each configurations are compared
with NIST in the figure 1. Among different strategies,
Strategy C AS2L gives the best agreement with the
NIST database. Averaged difference between our com-
puted data and NIST presented values is 10 %. This
is significant improvement as compared with Strategy
A AS2L (blue in Figure 1), which was used to compute
the opacity of the neutron star mergers in Tanaka et al.
(2018). The averaged difference with the NIST is 22
% in Strategy A AS2L. For the comparison with the
NIST, expression ∆E/E =
∑
|∆Ei/Ei|
N was used, where
N is the number of compared levels.
6 Gaigalas et al.
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Figure 1. Energy levels for configurations of Nd II are com-
pared with data of NIST. Black color is representing NIST
data, next column of levels in red is our computed energy
levels in Strategy C AS2L, blue color data are based on
Startegy A AS2L (used in Tanaka et al. 2018). Number on
top of red and blue column is averaged disagreement in % for
levels of each configuration comparing with NIST database.
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Figure 2. Distribution of the energy levels (N) according the
disagreement with NIST database for Nd II using Strategy
A and Strategy C in AS2L.
The figure 2 shows distribution of the energy lev-
els number over relative difference comparing with the
NIST for Strategy A in active space AS2L. For the
strategies A, B.1 and B.2 in all active spaces the view
of the distribution is very similar. In case of Strategy
C in AS2 (see figure 2) normal distribution with smaller
∆E/E range is observed.
Energy data computed in Strategy C at layer 2 are
given in machine readable Table 9. This includes num-
ber, label, J and P values, and energy value. Transitions
data obtained from Strategy C at layer 2 are given in
machine readable Table 10. This includes identification
of upper and lower levels in LSJ coupling, transition
energy, wavelength, line strength, weighted oscillator
strength, and transitions probabilities in length form.
4.2. Nd III
Results of the energy levels for Nd III obtained ap-
plying Strategies: A, B C, and C with 5p, 5s are
compared with the NIST database and presented in Ta-
ble 4. Among different strategies, Strategy C with 5p,
5s gives the best agreement with the NIST database al-
though the number of availabe levels is smaller than in
the case of Nd II. All the energy levels and transition
data obtained from this strategy are given the machine
readable Tables 11 and 12. Figure 3 shows the com-
parison of the energy levels with the NIST database.
The averaged difference between our calculations with
Strategy C with 5p, 5s AS3L and the NIST data is 3
%. For comparison, the difference for the case of Strat-
egy B AS2L, which as used by Tanaka et al. (2018), is
5 % (blue in Figure 3).
Results of the energy levels obtained from Strat-
egy C with 5p, 5s are also compared with those by
Dzuba et al. (2003) in Table 5. They evaluated energy
levels and lifetimes of configurations 4f4, 4f35d using
relativistic Hartree-Fock and configuration-interaction
(RCI) codes as well as a set of computer codes writ-
ten by Cowan (1981). Note that Zhang, Z. G. et al.
(2002) also presented low-lying odd energy levels (below
33 000 cm−1) belonging to the configurations: 4f35d
and 4f36s. To compute these energy levels, the HFR,
described and coded by Cowan (1981) but modified with
the inclusion of core-polarization effects was used. It
should be mentioned, however, that core-core correla-
tion was not included in energy levels computations.
Disagreement between our data obtained applying
Strategy C and Strategy C with 5p, 5s as compared
to recommended data by NIST is slightly larger than
disagreement between data computed by Dzuba et al.
(2003) (Cowan) as compared to recommended data by
NIST. In this paper we present the lowest 1453 levels
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Table 2. Computations of energy values (in cm−1) of Nd II by increase of the active space performed applying Strategy A, Strategy B.1,
Strategy B.2, and Strategy C and their comparison with NIST data base (in %). With the ’*’ energy levels were computed with Breit
interaction and QED effects are presented.
Strategy A Strategy B.1 Strategy B.2 Strategy C
Config. Term J NIST AS1L/ AS2L AS1L/AS2L /AS2L*/AS3L AS1−2L/AS2−3L/AS3−4L AS1L*/AS2L*
4f4(5I)6s 6I 7/2 0.000
6I 9/2 513.330 −14 / −9 −16/ −10 / −2 / −10 −9 / −9 / −9 −6 / −7
6I 11/2 1470.105 −5 / −3 −6/ −3 / 8 / −3 −0 / 0 / −3 5 / 4
4f4(5I)6s 4I 9/2 1650.205 −13 / −8 −15/ −9 / −3 / −8 −8 / −7 / −8 −8 / −8
4f4(5I)6s 6I 13/2 2585.460 −5 / −3 −4/ −3 / 9 / −3 1 / 1 / −3 6 / 6
4f4(5I)6s 4I 11/2 3066.755 −9 / −6 −10/ −6 / 2 / −6 −4 / −4 / −6 −1 / −2
4f4(5I)6s 6I 15/2 3801.930 −5 / −4 −5/ −4 / 8 / −4 0 / 0 / −4 6 / 6
4f4(5I)5d 6L 11/2 4437.560 −13 / −7 −38/ −3 / 2 / −3 −2 / −3 / 1 4 / 9
4f4(5I)6s 4I 13/2 4512.495 −9 / −6 −9/ −6 / 0 / −6 −4 / −3 / −6 0 / 0
4f4(5I)6s 6I 17/2 5085.640 −6 / −5 −6/ −5 / 7 / −5 −1 / −1 / −5 6 / 6
4f4(5I)5d 6L 13/2 5487.655 −10 / −5 −30/ −2 / 1 / −2 −1 / −1 / 1 6 / 10
4f4(5I)6s 4I 15/2 5985.580 −9 / −7 −9/ −7 / 4 / −7 −4 / −4 / −7 1 / 1
4f4(5I)5d 6K 9/2 6005.270 −12 / −7 −36/ −4 / −3 / −4 −5 / −5 / −2 −6 / −1
4f4(5I)5d 6L 15/2 6637.430 −8 / −4 −24/ −1 / 3 / −1 0 / 0 / 0 7 / 10
4f4(5I)5d 6K 11/2 6931.800 −10 / −6 −31/ −3 / −1 / −3 −3 / −3 / −2 −3 / 1
4f4(5I)5d 6I 7/2 7524.735 −24 / −19 −50/ −17 / −16 / −17 −19 / −19 / −15 −16 / −1
4f4(5I)5d 6L 17/2 7868.910 −7 / −3 −20/ −1 / 4 / −1 1 / 1 / 0 7 / 10
4f4(5I)5d 6K 13/2 7950.075 −9 / −5 −27/ −3 / 1 / −3 −3 / −3 / −2 −2 / 2
4f3(4I)5d2(3F ) 6Mo 13/2 8009.810 0 / −12 −7/ −11 / −6 / −14 −7 / −10 / −14 32 / 32
4f4(5I)5d 6I 9/2 8420.320 −21 / −16 −43/ −14 / −12 / −14 −15 / −16 / −13 −13 / −9
4f4(5I)5d 6G 3/2 8716.445 −20 / −15 −42/ −13 / −12 / −13 −16 / −16 / −13 −14 / −11
6G 5/2 8796.365 −23 / −17 −46/ −15 / −14 / −15 −19 / −19 / −15 −17 / −14
4f4(5I)5d 6K 15/2 9042.760 −8 / −5 −24/ −3 / 2 / −3 −2 / −2 / −2 0 / 3
4f4(5I)5d 6L 19/2 9166.210 −6 / −3 −17/ −1 / 5 / −1 1 / 1 / −1 7 / 10
4f4(5I)5d 6G 7/2 9198.395 −24 / −18 −46/ −16 / −15 / −16 −19 / −19 / −15 −17 / −14
4f4(5I)5d 6I 11/2 9357.910 −18 / −14 −39/ −12 / −10 / −12 −13 / −13 / −11 −10 / −7
4f3(4I)5d2(3F ) 6Mo 15/2 9448.185 −1 / −12 −9/ −12 / −6 / −14 −8 / −11 / −14 29 / 29
4f4(5I)5d 6H 5/2 9674.835 −28 / −22 −55/ −20 / −20 / −30 −24 / −25 / −19 −23 / −19
4f3(4I)5d(5L)6s 6Lo 11/2 10054.195 −71 / −50 −73/ −77 / 73 / −79 −73 / −75 / −79 1 / 1
4f3(4I)5d(5K)6s 6Ko 9/2 10091.360 −70 / −51 −71/ −75 / −101/ −77 −71 / −73 / −77 −1 / 0
4f4(5I)5d 6K 17/2 10194.805 −8 / −5 −21/ −3 / 2 / −3 −2 / −2 / −3 1 / 3
4f4(5F )6s 6F 1/2 10256.040 −37 / −37 −38/ −37 / −36 / −35 −37 / −35 / −35 −28 / −28
4f4(5I)5d 6I 13/2 10337.100 −17 / −13 −35/ −11 / −8 / −11 −12 / −12 / −11 −8 / −6
4f4(5F )6s 6F 3/2 10439.225 −37 / −36 −37/ −48 / −36 / −35 −36 / −34 / −35 −28 / −27
4f4(5I)5d 6L 21/2 10516.790 −6 / −3 −15/ −1 / 5 / −1 0 / 0 / −2 7 / 9
4f4(5I)5d 6H 7/2 10666.780 −25 / −20 −36/ −19 / −17 / −18 −11 / −11 / −8 −19 / −16
4f3(4I)5d(5K)6s 6Ko 11/2 10720.295 −67 / −82 −82/ −82 / −69 / −75 −69 / −80 / −75 −3 / −2
4f4(5F )6s 6F 5/2 10786.775 −36 / −36 −37/ −50 / −35 / −34 −35 / −47 / −34 −27 / −27
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Table 3. NIST recommended energy levels notations
changed by the authors for the Nd II.
NIST label Our label
4f3(4I∗)5d(5K∗)6s 6L∗ 4f3(4I∗)5d(5L∗)6s 6L∗
4f2(4I∗)5d(5K∗)6s 6I∗ 4f3(4I∗)5d(5I∗)6s 6I∗
of energy spectra and transitions between these states
whereas Dzuba et al. (2003) presented only small part of
the spectra (88 levels). This paper aims at presenting a
more complete set of atomic data for astrophysics. This
is clearly reflected in the figure 3 where energy levels for
each configurations at different strategies are presented
and compared with only a few levels of configuration 4f4
and 4f35d available in the NIST.
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Table 4. Comparison of energy levels with NIST database (in %) of Nd III by increase of the active space performed applying Strategies: A, B, C,
and C with 5p, 5s. States marked by subscript ∗ in term column are without term identification in the NIST database.
Strategy A Strategy B Strategy C Strategy C (5p,5s)
Config. Term J NIST AS1L/ AS2L/ AS3L AS1L/ AS2L/ AS3L AS1L/ AS2L/ AS3L AS1L/ AS2L/ AS3L
4f4 5I 4 0.0
5 1137.8 8.8/ 8.5/ 8.4 8.7/ 8.5/ 8.4 8.8/ 8.5/ 8.4 6.1/ 5.9/ 5.7
6 2387.6 7.9/ 7.7/ 7.7 7.9/ 7.7/ 7.7 7.9/ 7.8/ 7.7 5.4/ 5.3/ 5.2
7 3714.9 7.0/ 7.0/ 7.0 7.0/ 7.0/ 7.0 7.1/ 7.1/ 7.0 4.7/ 4.7/ 4.6
8 5093.3 6.2/ 6.2/ 6.3 6.2/ 6.2/ 6.3 6.3/ 6.4/ 6.3 4.0/ 4.1/ 4.1
4f3(4I)5d 5Ko 5 15262.2 7.2/ 11.6/ 7.4 6.8/ 6.4/ 6.8 7.5/ 7.0/ 6.8 1.4/ 1.1/ 0.9
6 16938.1 7.0/ 11.0/ 7.1 6.7/ 6.3/ 6.6 7.4/ 6.8/ 6.6 1.9/ 1.5/ 1.3
7 18656.3 6.6/ 10.2/ 6.7 6.4/ 6.0/ 6.3 7.0/ 6.4/ 6.2 2.1/ 1.7/ 1.5
4f3(4I)5d 5Io 4 18883.7 −2.7/ 2.1/ −1.2 −3.5/ −2.8/ −1.8 −2.3/ −1.7/ −1.7 0.5/ 0.9/ 0.9
4f3(4I)5d 5Ho 3 19211.0 −5.3/ −0.5/ −3.8 −6.2/ −5.1/ −4.3 −5.0/ −4.2/ −4.2 −3.7/ −2.8/ −2.8
4 20144.3 −3.2/ 1.3/ −1.8 −3.9/ −3.1/ −2.4 −2.9/ −2.3/ −2.3 −2.3/ −1.6/ −1.6
4f3(4I)5d 5Io 5 20388.9 −1.9/ 2.5/ −0.6 −2.6/ −2.1/ −1.1 −1.5/ −1.1/ −1.1 0.5/ 0.9/ 0.9
4f3(4I)5d 5Ko 8 20410.9 6.1/ 9.4/ 6.2 5.9/ 5.5/ 5.8 6.4/ 5.9/ 5.7 2.0/ 1.7/ 1.5
4f3(4I)5d 5Ho 5 21886.8 −2.5/ 1.6/ −1.3 −3.1/ −2.4/ −1.8 −2.2/ −1.7/ −1.7 −1.6/ −1.0/ −1.1
4f3(4I)5d 5Io 6 22047.8 −1.3/ 2.7/ −0.2 −1.9/ −1.4/ −0.6 −0.9/ −0.5/ −0.6 0.6/ 0.9/ 0.9
4f3(4I)5d 5Ko 9 22197.0 5.5/ 8.6/ 5.6 5.4/ 5.0/ 5.2 5.8/ 5.4/ 5.2 1.9/ 1.6/ 1.4
4f3(4I)5d 5Io 7 22702.9 −1.0/ 2.9/ 0.2 −1.5/ −1.1/ −0.3 −0.6/ −0.2/ −5.8 0.6/ 0.9/ 0.9
4f3(4I)5d 5Ho 6 23819.3 −1.8/ 1.9/ −0.7 −2.3/ −1.8/ −1.2 −1.5/ −1.1/ −1.1 −1.2/ −0.7/ −0.7
4f3(4I)5d o∗ 7 24003.2
4f3(4I)5d 5Io 8 24686.4 −1.3/ 2.3/ −0.2 −1.8/ −1.4/ −0.6 −0.9/ −0.6/ −0.6 1.4/ 1.6/ 1.6
4f3(4I)5d o∗ 6 26503.2
4f3(4I)5d 3Ko 8 27391.4 −0.4/ 3.0/ 0.8 −0.8/ −0.4/ 0.4 −0.1/ 0.4/ 0.5 −0.9/ −0.4/ −0.3
4f3(4F )5d o∗ 3 27569.8
4f3(4F )5d 5Ho 3 27788.2 −10.3/ −6.9/ −8.9 −10.7/ −10.2/ −9.3 −9.9/ −9.4/ −9.2 −6.7/ −6.2/ −6.1
4 28745.3 −10.1/ −6.8/ −8.8 −10.5/ −10.0/ −9.2 −9.7/ −9.2/ −9.1 −6.6/ −6.2/ −6.1
4f3(4F )5d o∗ 5 29397.3
4f3(4F )5d 5Ho 5 30232.3 −8.9/ −5.7/ −7.6 −9.3/ −8.8/ −8.0 −8.5/ −8.0/ −7.9 −6.0/ −5.5/ −5.4
6 31394.6 −7.5/ −4.4/ −6.1 −7.8/ −7.3/ −6.5 −7.2/ −6.6/ −6.4 −4.8/ −4.2/ −5.0
7 32832.6 −7.4/ −4.4/ −6.1 −7.8/ −7.3/ −6.5 −7.1/ −6.5/ −6.4 −5.0/ −4.4/ −4.3
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Figure 3. Energy levels for configurations of Nd III are com-
pared with data of NIST. Black color is representing NIST
data, next column of levels in red is our computed energy
levels in Strategy C (5p,5s) AS3L, blue color data are
based on Startegy B AS2L. Number on top of red and
blue column is averaged disagreement in % for levels of each
configuration comparing with NIST database.
4.3. Nd IV
Results of the energy levels of Strategies A and B
are presented and compared with the NIST database in
Table 6. The best agreement with the NIST database is
obtained for Strategy B with 5s. The energy levels are
shown and compared with a few levels of configuration
4f3 available in the NIST in Figure 4. The averaged
difference is 11 % for Strategy B with 5s while it is
17 % for Strategy A in active space AS1L.
For Nd IV ion, several experiments and analysis by
semi-emperical methods have been performed. The
emission spectrum produced by vacuum spark sources
was observed in the vacuum ultraviolet on two normal-
incidence spectrographs. 550 lines have been identified
as transitions from 85 (out of 107 possible) levels of
4f25d to 37 (out of 41 possible) levels of 4f3. The
method and codes of Cowan were used to predict the
spectral ranges of the strong transitions in the spectra
Nd IV in the beginning of paper series (Wyart et al.
2006).
Later Wyart et al. (2007) used the same experiment
to observe and classify 1426 lines. In total, 41 levels
of 4f3 configuration were reported. For deriving their
energy levels with the diagonalization code RCG, the
input Hartree-Fock radial integrals including relativistic
corrections, treated as parameters (HFR parameters),
were scaled according to earlier results on the neigh-
bouring ions spectra. Altogether 111 odd parity and 121
even parity of configurations 4f3, 4f26p, 5p54f4, 4f25d,
4f26s, and 5p54f35d levels were established. Their op-
timized values were calculated with the ELCALC code
(Radziemski et al. 1970).
Then Wyart et al. (2008) performed a paramet-
ric fit of levels energies for 4f3 configuration, previ-
ously obtained in the experiment (Wyart et al. 2007).
Dzuba et al. (2003) did computation in the same way
as for Nd III (see subsection 4.2). This included only
72 levels of configurations 4f3 and 4f25d. In Table
7, the energy levels obtained applying Strategy B
with 5s are compared with the experimental values
by (Wyart et al. 2007) and semi-empirical values by
Dzuba et al. (2003).
In addition to the energy levels, transition data can
also be compared with experimental data and semi-
emperical calculations (Table 8). Our results on the
transition wavelengths show good agreement with the
experimental data by Wyart et al. (2007). As shown in
Figure 5, the agreement in the wavelength is within 20
% for the most transitions.
We also confirmed a nice agreement in the transi-
tion probabilities. Table 8 and Figure 6 show tran-
sition probabilities for strongest transitions computed
by Wyart et al. (2007). Our and their results agree
within a factor of 2. Note that semi-emperical calcu-
lations have uncertainties. Using the the same HFR
method combined with parametric least-squares fits to
the same experimental data with Wyart et al. (2007),
Yoca & Quinet (2014) have computed and presented
transition probabilities (only with log gf ≥ −1.0), os-
cillator strengths and radiative lifetimes in bigger mul-
ticonfiguration expansions than Wyart et al. (2007).
Their results are systematically different, and those by
Yoca & Quinet (2014) in fact show a slightly better
agreement with ours as shown in the bottom panel of
Figure 6.
5. IMPACT TO THE OPACITIES
We calculate bound-bound opacities using our re-
sults to study the impact of the accuracy in the
atomic calculations. By following previous works on
NS mergers (Kasen et al. 2013; Barnes & Kasen 2013;
Tanaka & Hotokezaka 2013; Tanaka et al. 2014, 2018),
we use the formalism of expansion opacity (Karp et al.
1977; Eastman & Pinto 1993; Kasen et al. 2006):
κbbexp(λ) =
1
ρct
∑
l
λl
∆λ
(1 − e−τl). (6)
Here, ρ and t represent density and time after the
merger. The summation is taken over all the transitions
in a wavelength bin (∆λ), and λl and τl are the transi-
tion wavelength and the Sobolev optical depth for each
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Table 5. Comparison of energy levels from present (Strategy C with
5p, 5s) and other theoretical computations with NIST database (in %)
of Nd III. States marked by subscript ∗ in term column are without term
identification in the NIST database.
Present Dzuba et al. (2003)
Config. Term J NIST AS3L Cowan RCI
4f4 5I 4 0.0 0 0 0
5 1137.8 1073/ 5.7 1137/ 0.1 1162/ −2.1
6 2387.6 2264/ 5.2 2397/−0.4 2471/ −3.5
7 3714.9 3543/ 4.6 3743/−0.8 3898/ −4.9
8 5093.3 4885/ 4.1 5148/−1.1 5414/ −6.3
4f3(4I)5d 5Ko 5 15262.2 15128/ 0.9 14742/ 3.4 15357/ −0.6
6 16938.1 16721/ 1.3 16338/ 3.5 17380/ −2.6
7 18656.3 18383/ 1.5 18000/ 3.5 19485/ −4.4
4f3(4I)5d 5Io 4 18883.7 18714/ 0.9 18467/ 2.2 20284/ −7.4
4f3(4I)5d 5Ho 3 19211.0 19753/−2.8 19427/−1.1 20946/ −9.0
4 20144.3 20465/−1.6 20189/−0.2 21926/ −8.8
4f3(4I)5d 5Io 5 20388.9 20208/ 0.9 20006/ 1.9 21254/ −4.2
4f3(4I)5d 5Ko 8 20410.9 20105/ 1.5 19725/ 3.4 21666/ −6.1
4f3(4I)5d 5Ho 5 21886.8 22119/−1.1 21866/ 0.1 22167/ −1.3
4f3(4I)5d 5Io 6 22047.8 21845/ 0.9 21672/ 1.7 22664/ −2.8
4f3(4I)5d 5Ko 9 22197.0 21882/ 1.4 21503/ 3.1 21919/ 1.3
4f3(4I)5d 5Io 7 22702.9 22499/ 0.9 22244/ 2.0 26537/−16.9
4f3(4I)5d 5Ho 6 23819.3 23992/−0.7 23733/ 0.4 24076/ −1.1
4f3(4I)5d o∗ 7 24003.2
4f3(4I)5d 5Io 8 24686.4 24301/ 1.6 24158/ 2.1 27396/−11.0
4f3(4I)5d o∗ 6 26503.2
4f3(4I)5d 3Ko 8 27391.4 27465/−0.3
4f3(4F )5d o∗ 3 27569.8
4f3(4F )5d 5Ho 3 27788.2 29494/−6.1 28824/−3.7
4 28745.3 30506/−6.1 29872/−3.9
4f3(4F )5d o∗ 5 29397.3
4f3(4F )5d 5Ho 5 30232.3 31852/−5.4 31117/−2.9
6 31394.6 32961/−5.0 32054/−2.1
7 32832.6 34234/−4.3 33391/−1.7
transition. The Sobolev optical depth τl is expressed as
τl =
pie2
mec
flnltλl =
pie2
mec
(
nλlt
g0
)
glfle
−El/kT , (7)
where gl, El, and fl are the statistical weight and the en-
ergy of the lower level of the transition and the oscillator
strength of the transition, respectively. For the oscilla-
tor strength, we use results computed with the length
(Babushkin) form. For the number density in the lower
level of the transition (nl), the Boltzmann distribution
is assumed, i.e., nl = (gl/g0)n exp(−El/kT ), where g0 is
the statistical weight for the ground level. The number
density of each ion n is calculated under the assumption
of local thermodynamic equilibrium by using the Saha
equation. In this paper, pure Nd gas is assumed. We
use all the calculated transitions to evaluate the opacity
without any selection based on the transition strengths,
which was applied in full radiative transfer simulations
(Tanaka et al. 2017).
We find that overall properties of opacities are not
dramatically affected by the accuracies of the atomic
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Table 6. Comparison of energy levels with NIST database (in %) of Nd IV by increase of the active space performed
applying Strategies: A, B, and B with 5s. State marked by subscript ∗ in term column is without term
identification in the NIST database.
Strategy A Strategy B Strategy B (5s)
Config. Term J NIST AS1L/ AS2L/ AS3L AS1L/ AS2L/ AS3L AS1L/ AS2L/ AS3L
4f3 4Io 9/2 0
11/2 [ 1880] 6.8/ 6.5/ 6.4 6.9/ 6.8/ 6.7 7.2 / 7.1 / 7.0
13/2 [ 3860] 5.6/ 5.4/ 5.3 5.8/ 5.8/ 5.7 6.1 / 6.1 / 6.0
15/2 [ 5910] 4.7/ 4.6/ 4.6 4.9/ 5.0/ 5.0 5.2 / 5.3 / 5.3
4f3 4F o 3/2 [11290] −27.8/ −27.0/ −26.6 −20.3/ −19.2/ −18.6 −17.6/ −16.4 / −15.8
5/2 [12320] −24.8/ −24.2/ −23.8 −17.9/ −16.9/ −16.4 −15.3/ −14.4 / −13.8
4f3 2H2o 9/2 [12470] −14.7/ −12.5/ −11.3 −12.8/ −10.4/ −9.4 −12.0/ −9.5 / −8.5
4f3 4F o 7/2 [13280] −22.3/ −21.6/ −21.2 −16.1/ −15.2/ −14.6 −13.7/ −12.8 / −12.3
4f3 4So 3/2 [13370] −20.2/ −16.8/ −16.5 −15.6/ −12.1/ −11.6 −13.3/ −9.8 / −9.3
4f3 4F o 9/2 [14570] −18.3/ −17.6/ −17.1 −13.2/ −12.1/ −11.6 −11.3/ −10.2 / −9.7
4f3 2H2o 11/2 [15800] −9.6/ −7.8/ −6.8 −8.4/ −6.3/ −5.5 −7.8 / −5.7 / −4.9
4f3 4Go 5/2 [16980] −29.6/ −28.1/ −27.8 −21.7/ −20.2/ −19.6 −18.6/ −17.1 / −16.5
4f3 o∗ 7/2 [17100]
4f3 4Go 7/2 [18890] −23.6/ −22.3/ −22.0 −16.9/ −15.5/ −14.9 −14.3/ −12.9 / −12.3
9/2 [19290] −16.6/ −27.0/ −26.7 −22.1/ −20.6/ −20.0 −19.7/ −18.3 / −17.7
4f3 2Ko 13/2 [19440] −17.7/ −15.0/ −14.2 −15.1/ −12.2/ −11.4 −13.9/ −11.1 / −10.3
4f3 4Go 11/2 [21280] −22.2/ −21.0/ −20.8 −15.9/ −14.6/ −14.2 −13.4/ −12.2 / −11.7
4f3 2Ko 15/2 [21430] −16.1/ −13.7/ −12.9 −13.6/ −11.0/ −10.3 −12.5/ −9.9 / −9.2
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Figure 4. Energy levels for configurations of Nd IV are com-
pared with data of NIST. Black color is representing NIST
data, next column of levels in red is our computed energy lev-
els in Strategy B (5s) AS3L, blue color data are based on
Startegy A AS1L. Number on top of red and blue column
is averaged disagreement in % for levels of each configuration
comparing with NIST database.
calculations. Left panels in figure 7 shows the expan-
sion opacities calculated by using transition data of Nd
 1000
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 (5
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Nd IV
Figure 5. Comparison of transition wavelengths for Nd IV
between our results from Strategy B with 5s and exper-
imental data by Wyart et al. (2007). The thick line corre-
sponds to the perfect agreement while thin solid and dashed
lines correspond to 10% and 20 % deviation.
II, Nd III, and Nd IV. The temperature is assumed to
be 5000 K, 10000 K, and 15000 K for Nd II, Nd III, and
Nd IV, respectively. The density is 1 × 10−13 g cm−3
and time after the merger is set to be 1 day. Over-
all opacity values and wavelength dependence are quite
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Table 7. Comparison of energy levels from present (Strategy B with 5s) and other theoretical compu-
tations with NIST database (in %) and with the experiment Wyart et al. (2007) (in %) of Nd IV. State
marked by subscript ∗ in term column is without term identification in the NIST database.
Present Dzuba et al. (2003)
Config. Term J NIST Exp. AS3L Cowan RCI
4f3 4Io 9/2 0 0 0 0 0
11/2 [ 1880] 1897.11 1749/ 7.0/ 7.8 1879/ 0.1/ 1.0 1945/ −3.5/ −2.5
13/2 [ 3860] 3907.43 3627/ 6.0/ 7.2 3890/ −0.8/ 0.4 4049/ −4.9/ −3.6
15/2 [ 5910] 5988.51 5596/ 5.3/ 6.6 5989/ −1.3/ 0.0 6267/ −6.0/ −4.7
4f3 4F o 3/2 [11290] 11698.49 13076/−15.8/−11.8 13294/−17.8/−13.6 12490/−10.6/ −6.8
5/2 [12320] 12747.94 14022/−13.8/−10.0 14333/−16.3/−12.4 13545/ −9.9/ −6.3
4f3 2H2o 9/2 [12470] 12800.29 13536/ −8.5/ −5.8 13272/ −6.4/ −3.7 14522/−16.5/−13.5
4f3 4F o 7/2 [13280] 13719.82 14911/−12.3/ −8.7 15249/−14.8/−11.1 14622/−10.1/ −6.6
4f3 4So 3/2 [13370] 13792.49 14617/ −9.3/ −6.0 15153/−13.3/ −9.9 14452/ −8.1/ −4.8
4f3 4F o 9/2 [14570] 14994.87 15979/ −9.7/ −6.6 16334/−12.1/ −8.9 16183/−11.1/ −7.9
4f3 2H2o 11/2 [15800] 16161.53 16581/ −4.9/ −2.6 16456/ −4.2/ −1.8 18142/−14.8/−12.3
4f3 4Go 5/2 [16980] 17707.17 19780/−16.5/−11.7
4f3 o∗ 7/2 [17100] 17655.11
4f3 4Go 7/2 [18890] 19540.80 21218/−12.3/ −8.6
9/2 [19290] 19969.79 22709/−17.7/−13.7
4f3 2Ko 13/2 [19440] 20005.22 21445/−10.3/ −7.2
4f3 4Go 11/2 [21280] 22047.39 23768/−11.7/ −7.8
4f3 2Ko 15/2 [21430] 22043.77 23398/ −9.2/ −6.1
similar for different atomic calculations. The red lines
show the best results in this paper while blue lines show
the previous results used by Tanaka et al. (2018).
The behaviors of the opacity are also similar for
different temperature. Right panels show the Planck
mean opacities calculated for different temperatures by
keeping the density and time to be the same. The
Planck mean opacity from different atomic calculations
agree with each other within a factor of 1.5. Since
the timescale of the kilonova emission scales as κ0.5
(Rosswog 2015; Tanaka 2016; Ferna´ndez & Metzger
2016; Metzger 2017), this level of differences does not
significantly affect the timescale of kilonova (smaller
than ∼ 20%) compared with those expected from dif-
ferences in temperature and abundances.
With a close look, however, the wavelength dependent
opacities show some differences. The most notable dif-
ference is the feature around 4000 A˚ in the case of Nd II.
The new GRASP2K calculations with a better accuracy
show a bump while the old GRASP2K calculations and
HULLAC calculations do not, making a difference in
the opacity by a factor of 2. Interestingly, Kasen et al.
(2013) also showed that this part of the opacity is af-
fected by the optimization in the atomic calculations:
the peak is located near 5000 A˚ in their opt1 case while
the peak is weaker in their opt2 and opt3 cases. The ex-
pansion opacities presented by Fontes et al. (2017) also
show a peak around 4000 A˚, which is close to our new
results.
We find that the difference between our new and pre-
vious opacities is caused by the lower energy levels of
4f35d2 and 4f35d6s configurations in our new calcula-
tions (Figure 1). Figure 8 shows the number of strong
transitions which fulfill glfl exp(−El/kT ) > 10
−5 at
T = 5000 K. The numbers of transition are separated
according to the lower level configuration. The num-
ber of strong transition from the levels of 4f35d2 and
4f35d6s configuration is enhanced around 4500 A˚ in
our new calculations (Strategy C AS2L). Since the
energy of these configurations are overestimated in our
previous calculations (Strategy A AS2L, Figure 1), the
bump structure in the new calculations seems more re-
alistic. This demonstrates the importance of accurate
calculations for lower energy levels to predict spectra of
kilonova.
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Table 8. Computed transitions data of Nd IV in the Strategies B with 5s at AS3L and compared with the experimental wavelength
λexp (in A˚) and computed transitions probabilities ASE (in s
−1) by Wyart et al. (2007).
Strategies B with 5s Wyart et al. (2007) Yoca & Quinet (2014)
Upper Lower Al Av dT λ ASE λexp ASE
4f2(3H)6p 4I 4.5 4f2(3H)5d 2H 4.5 5.26E+8 4.40E+8 0.16 1107.72(15.0) 4.04E+8 1303.32 3.89E+8
4f2(1I)5d 2K 7.5 4f3 2L 8.5 9.32E+7 1.24E+8 0.25 1540.16(−5.1) 1.64E+8 1464.73 1.47E+8
4f2(3H)6p 4I 5.5 4f2(3H)6s 4H 5.5 2.04E+8 1.91E+8 0.06 2412.27( 9.5) 1.96E+8 2666.70 1.94E+8
4f2(3H)6p 4I 4.5 4f2(3H)6s 4H 3.5 1.92E+8 1.61E+8 0.16 2410.31( 9.6) 1.97E+8 2666.70 1.96E+8
4f2(1G)5d 2I 6.5 4f3 2K 7.5 6.85E+7 8.99E+7 0.24 1559.66(−6.6) 1.28E+8 1463.34 1.14E+8
4f2(3F )5d 4H 5.5 4f3 4I 6.5 3.78E+7 5.67E+7 0.33 1324.01(−3.0) 8.92E+7 1285.61 6.48E+7
4f2(3F )5d 4H 4.5 4f3 4I 5.5 4.11E+7 6.19E+7 0.34 1325.17(−3.1) 1.04E+8 1285.38 7.55E+7
4f2(3H)5d 4H 3.5 4f3 4I 4.5 7.27E+7 1.03E+8 0.29 1401.4 (−4.2) 1.29E+8 1344.74 1.17E+8
4f2(3H)6p 4I 4.5 4f2(3H)5d 4K 5.5 1.01E+9 8.05E+8 0.20 1123.17(14.9) 7.61E+8 1319.25 7.29E+8
4f2(3H)6p 4G 5.5 4f2(3H)6s 4H 6.5 1.55E+8 1.65E+8 0.06 2157.57(18.8) 2.17E+8 2656.02 2.16E+8
4f2(1I)6p 2I 5.5 4f2(1I)6s 2I 5.5 2.30E+8 2.17E+8 0.06 2443.54(10.3) 1.70E+8 2723.51 1.86E+8
4f2(3H)6p 4H 4.5 4f2(3H)6s 4H 5.5 2.02E+8 2.07E+8 0.02 2416.08( 9.5) 2.00E+8 2670.03 2.04E+8
4f2(3H)6p 4H 3.5 4f2(3H)6s 4H 4.5 1.95E+8 2.00E+8 0.02 2423.25( 9.5) 1.99E+8 2678.00
4f2(3H)5d 4H 5.5 4f3 4I 6.5 7.27E+7 1.04E+8 0.30 1391.9 (−4.1) 1.29E+8 1336.98 1.00E+8
4f2(3H)5d 4I 7.5 4f3 4I 7.5 4.69E+7 8.18E+7 0.43 1432.37(−4.4) 9.05E+7 1372.20 7.44E+7
4f2(1I)6p 2I 5.5 4f2(1I)6s 2I 6.5 1.16E+8 1.20E+8 0.03 2443.59(10.3) 1.17E+8 2723.51 1.22E+8
4f2(3H)6p 4H 4.5 4f2(3H)6s 2H 4.5 1.38E+8 1.30E+8 0.05 2436.05( 9.6) 1.27E+8 2694.71
4f2(3H)5d 4H 4.5 4f3 4I 5.5 7.02E+7 9.97E+7 0.30 1397.63(−4.1) 1.24E+8 1342.01 1.10E+8
4f2(3H)6p 2I 6.5 4f2(3H)6s 2H 5.5 3.29E+8 2.88E+8 0.13 2174 ( 8.3) 2.84E+8 2370.51 2.94E+8
4f2(3F )6p 4D 3.5 4f2(3F )6s 4F 4.5 2.86E+8 2.88E+8 0.01 2394.67( 9.4) 2.89E+8 2643.03 2.93E+8
4f2(1I)6p 2K 6.5 4f2(1I)6s 2I 6.5 7.68E+7 7.75E+7 0.01 2181.33( 8.7) 8.11E+7 2388.79 1.26E+8
4f2(3H)6p 4I 7.5 4f2(3H)5d 4K 8.5 1.34E+9 1.07E+9 0.20 1093.02(14.5) 6.16E+8 1278.41 6.63E+8
4f2(3H)6p 2I 6.5 4f2(3H)5d 2K 7.5 7.92E+8 6.02E+8 0.24 1182.67(14.6) 4.37E+8 1385.21 4.89E+8
4f2(3H)6p 4I 6.5 4f2(3H)6s 4H 5.5 4.95E+8 4.43E+8 0.10 2132.31( 8.1) 3.65E+8 2320.43 4.09E+8
4f2(3F )6p 4G 5.5 4f2(3F )6s 4F 4.5 5.00E+8 4.56E+8 0.09 2137.32( 7.8) 4.15E+8 2318.07 3.98E+8
4f2(3H)6p 2I 5.5 4f2(3H)6s 4H 4.5 1.90E+7 1.56E+7 0.18 2035.66(11.5) 3.96E+8 2300.68 4.16E+8
4f2(3H)6p 4H 5.5 4f2(3H)5d 4H 5.5 2.85E+8 2.39E+8 0.16 1136.61(15.1) 1.54E+8 1338.62 1.03E+8
4f2(1I)5d 2K 6.5 4f3 2L 7.5 6.41E+7 8.42E+7 0.24 1501.86(−5.3) 1.27E+8 1426.05 1.14E+8
4f2(3H)6p 4I 4.5 4f2(3H)6s 4H 4.5 1.78E+8 1.65E+8 0.07 2443.44( 9.8) 1.71E+8 2708.43 1.70E+8
4f2(3H)6p 4H 5.5 4f2(3H)6s 2H 5.5 1.16E+8 1.10E+8 0.06 2462.26( 9.6) 1.18E+8 2723.34 1.23E+8
4f2(3H)5d 4I 6.5 4f3 4I 6.5 4.40E+7 7.69E+7 0.43 1440.32(−4.5) 8.54E+7 1378.09 6.95E+7
4f2(1I)5d 2I 6.5 4f3 2K 7.5 3.75E+7 4.99E+7 0.25 1566.59(−5.4) 7.14E+7 1485.64 6.43E+7
Figure 9 shows the cumulative number of states (CNS)
for 4f35d2 and 4f35d6s configurations as a function of
excitation energies. It is noted that the number of states
takes the statistical-weight (degeneracy) of each level,
i. e. 2J + 1, into account. The CNS for the whole en-
ergy levels obtained by calculations with GRASP2K and
HULLAC is compared in the figure. The CNS of the
new calculations gets rising at a lower energy and has
larger values than those of the previous calculations with
GRASP2K and HULLAC, indicating that the larger
number of states falls into the lower energy region with
the new calculations. Since the Boltzmann distribution
is assumed for the number density in the lower levels
of transitions, it is predicted that the number of strong
transitions from the levels of 4f35d2 and 4f35d6s con-
figurations becomes larger with the new calculations as
depicted in Fig. 8. This is more remarkable for 4f35d6s
configuration as in the CNS. The CNS of the new cal-
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Figure 6. Comparison of transition probability for Nd IV.
The top and bottom panels show comparison between our re-
sults from Strategy B with 5s and semi-emperical results
byWyart et al. (2007) and by Yoca & Quinet (2014), respec-
tively. The thick line corresponds to the perfect agreement
while thin solid and dashed lines correspond to the deviation
by a factor of 1.5 and 2.0, respectively. Red and blue points
show the values calculated with the length (Babushkin) and
velocity (Coulomb) forms, respectively.
culations is compared also with those of NIST and the
semi-empirical results by Wyart (2010). Overall agree-
ment is good at low energies convincing accuracy of our
new calculations. Only exception is the semi-empirical
results for 4f35d2 configuration which overshoot signifi-
cantly at high energies. Reasons of this discrepancy are
yet to be investigated.
Another notable difference is a feature around 1000 A˚:
the opacities in our new calculations are suppressed.
This is due to the inclusion of highly excited energy
levels in the previous calculations (both GRASP2K and
HULLAC). Therefore, the opacities in the ultraviolet
wavelengths depends on the choice of the configurations
included in the calculations. However, if configurations
with sufficiently high energy (E ∼ 10 − 15 eV) are in-
cluded, such a difference appears only in the far ultra-
violet wavelength, and thus, does not affect observable
features.
6. SUMMARY
We presented extensive atomic calculations of neodymium
and studied impact of accuracies in the calculations to
the astrophysical opacities. The extended search of elec-
tron correlation effect inclusion strategies is presented
in this work for the three Nd ions (Nd II, III and IV). In
total, 6 000, 1 453, 1 533 levels are presented for Nd II,
Nd III and Nd IV respectively, and E1 type transitions
between these levels were computed. Exclusive accuracy
is achieved for atomic energy spectra results. Compared
with NIST database, the averaged relative differences
are 10 %, 3 %, and 11 % for Nd II, Nd III, and Nd IV,
respectively.
Using our new results, we calculated expansion opac-
ities used in radiative transfer simulations for kilonova,
radioactively-powered EM emission from NS merger.
We found that the overall opacities values and their
wavelength dependence are not very sensitive to the ac-
curacies of the calculations. The Planck mean opacities
from our previous and new atomic calculations agree
within a factor of 1.5. This confirms the validity of pre-
vious studies on kilonova.
However, some wavelength dependent features are af-
fected by the accuracy of atomic calculations. In par-
ticular, the low-lying energy levels (E < 2 − 3 eV) can
affect the opacities and even produce a bump in a certain
wavelength range. Our results highlight importance of
accurate atomic calculations for low-lying energy levels
to accurately predict the spectra of kilonova.
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Figure 7. Opacities for Nd II (top), Nd III (middle), and Nd IV (bottom) ions. The left panels show the expansion opacities
calculated with T = 5000 K, 10000 K, and 15000 K for Nd II, Nd III, and Nd IV, respectively. The density and time are assumed
to be ρ = 1 × 10−13 g cm−3 and t = 1 day after the merger, respectively. The right panels show Planck mean opacities for
various temperatures. The dashed curve shows the Planck mean opacities calculated with atomic data for Nd I-IV calculated
with the HULLAC code (Tanaka et al. 2018).
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Table 11. Energy levels (in cm−1)
relative to the ground state for the
lowest states of Nd III.
No. label J P E
1 4f4(51I)
5I 4 + 0.00
2 4f4(51I)
5I 5 + 1072.58
3 4f4(51I)
5I 6 + 2263.93
4 4f4(51I)
5I 7 + 3542.92
5 4f4(51I)
5I 8 + 4884.66
6 4f4(51F )
5F 1 + 11739.04
7 4f4(51F )
5F 2 + 12098.57
8 4f4(51F )
5F 3 + 12724.33
9 4f4(50S)
5S 2 + 13433.63
10 4f4(51F )
5F 4 + 13459.96
11 4f4(51F )
5F 5 + 14444.26
12 4f4(32K)
3K 6 + 15065.97
13 4f3(41I)5d
5K 5 − 15128.43
14 4f3(41I)5d
5L 6 − 15257.69
15 4f4(34H)
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Figure 8. Number of strong transitions of Nd II as a func-
tion of wavelengths. The strong transitions are selected by
the criterion of glfl exp(−El/kT ) > 10
−5 with T = 5000 K.
The black lines show total number of strong transitions while
color lines show transitions from each lower-level configura-
tion.
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Figure 9. Cumulative number of states for 4f35d2 (a,b) and 4f35d6s (c,d) configurations as a function of excitation energy.
(a,c): Results with the present and previous GRASP2K and HULLAC calculations. (b,d): Results with the present GRASP2K
calculation, NIST, and the semi-empirical method by Wyart (2010).
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Table 13. Energy levels (in cm−1) rel-
ative to the ground state for the lowest
states of Nd IV.
No. label J P E
1 4f3(41I)
4I 9/2 − 0.00
2 4f3(41I)
4I 11/2 − 1748.59
3 4f3(41I)
4I 13/2 − 3627.05
4 4f3(41I)
4I 15/2 − 5595.78
5 4f3(41F )
4F 3/2 − 13076.19
6 4f3(22H)
2H 9/2 − 13536.44
7 4f3(41F )
4F 5/2 − 14022.10
8 4f3(41S)
4S 3/2 − 14617.16
9 4f3(41F )
4F 7/2 − 14911.07
10 4f3(41F )
4F 9/2 − 15979.23
11 4f3(22H)
2H 11/2 − 16581.13
12 4f3(21G)
2G 7/2 − 18780.28
13 4f3(41G)
4G 5/2 − 19780.48
14 4f3(41G)
4G 9/2 − 21211.00
15 4f3(41G)
4G 7/2 − 21217.90
16 4f3(21K)
2K 13/2 − 21444.78
17 4f3(41G)
4G 9/2 − 22708.88
18 4f3(21D)
2D 3/2 − 23160.03
19 4f3(21K)
2K 15/2 − 23397.52
20 4f3(41G)
4G 11/2 − 23768.32
Note—Table 13 is published in its entirety
in the machine-readable format. Part of
the values are shown here for guidance
regarding its form and content.
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Table 14. Transition energies ∆E (in cm−1), transition wavelengths λ (in A˚), line strengths S (in
a.u.), weighted oscillator strengths gf and transition rates A (in s−1) for E1 transitions of Nd IV ion.
All transition data are in length form. dT is the relative difference of the transition rates in length and
velocity form as given by Eq. (5).
upper lower ∆E λ S gf A dT
4f3(21P )5p
6 2P1/2 4f
2(31F )5p
65d 2P1/2 52003 1922.95 3.607E−02 5.698E−03 5.140E+06 0.422
4f3(41D)5p
6 4D1/2 4f
2(31F )5p
65d 2P1/2 44283 2258.20 7.141E−03 9.606E−04 6.283E+05 0.235
4f2(31F )5p
65d 2P1/2 4f
4(51F )5p
5 6D1/2 83619 1195.89 3.829E−07 9.725E−08 2.268E+02 0.945
4f2(31F )5p
65d 2P1/2 4f
4(51G)5p
5 6F1/2 85201 1173.69 2.099E−05 5.432E−06 1.315E+04 0.116
4f2(31F )5p
65d 2P1/2 4f
2(31F )5p
66p 4D1/2 92307 1083.33 1.546E−05 4.336E−06 1.232E+04 0.249
4f2(31F )5p
65d 2P1/2 4f
4(31D)5p
5 4P1/2 96617 1035.01 2.052E−05 6.022E−06 1.875E+04 0.739
4f2(31F )5p
65d 2P1/2 4f
4(33F )5p
5 4D1/2 99613 1003.88 9.090E−05 2.750E−05 9.102E+04 0.448
4f2(31F )5p
65d 2P1/2 4f
4(34F )5p
5 4D1/2 103718 964.15 2.294E−06 7.228E−07 2.593E+03 0.625
4f2(31F )5p
65d 2P1/2 4f
4(13D)5p
5 2P1/2 105216 950.42 5.732E−04 1.832E−04 6.764E+05 0.229
4f2(31F )5p
65d 2P1/2 4f
2(11D)5p
66p 2P1/2 108119 924.90 1.258E−02 4.132E−03 1.611E+07 0.069
4f2(31F )5p
65d 2P1/2 4f
4(51D)5p
5 6D1/2 109048 917.03 6.412E−04 2.124E−04 8.424E+05 0.310
4f2(31F )5p
65d 2P1/2 4f
2(31P )5p
66p 4D1/2 109666 911.85 4.762E−06 1.586E−06 6.363E+03 0.182
4f2(31F )5p
65d 2P1/2 4f
2(31P )5p
66p 2S1/2 110081 908.41 5.629E−05 1.882E−05 7.608E+04 0.611
4f2(31F )5p
65d 2P1/2 4f
4(51D)5p
5 6D1/2 110468 905.24 1.101E−03 3.695E−04 1.503E+06 0.170
4f2(31F )5p
65d 2P1/2 4f
4(31D)5p
5 4D1/2 112421 889.51 1.612E−03 5.508E−04 2.321E+06 0.089
4f2(31F )5p
65d 2P1/2 4f
4(50S)5p
5 4P1/2 113266 882.87 1.875E−04 6.451E−05 2.760E+05 0.153
4f2(31F )5p
65d 2P1/2 4f
2(31P )5p
66p 4P1/2 115617 864.92 3.828E−03 1.344E−03 5.994E+06 0.192
4f2(31F )5p
65d 2P1/2 4f
4(32F )5p
5 4D1/2 116976 854.87 6.502E−05 2.310E−05 1.054E+05 0.454
4f2(31F )5p
65d 2P1/2 4f
2(31P )5p
66p 2P1/2 118179 846.17 3.156E−03 1.133E−03 5.277E+06 0.251
4f2(31F )5p
65d 2P1/2 4f
4(32P )5p
5 4P1/2 119038 840.07 5.618E−03 2.031E−03 9.600E+06 0.113
Note— Table 14 is published in its entirety in the machine-readable format. Part of the values are shown here
for guidance regarding its form and content.
